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Aiti maar payi kurlaye 

Tain ki dard na aaya 

(Beaten and battered I lie, and yet 

Thy feel no mercy?) 

- Guru Nanak 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To My sons- in – law 

Baljit and Bant 

Martyrs in the cause of the working class 

 



 

 

 

Dharamshaal vich dharvi rahinde 

Thakur dwar thug 

Vich maseet kusatti rahinde 

Aashiq rahin alag 

 

In temples reside the ruffians 

at the guru’s, steps, thugs 

In mosques reside liars 

Thy true lovers remain aloof from abodes 

- Bulle Shah 

 

 



   

  

 

Author’s Note 

 

My poems have been translated from Punjabi into English 
by some of my friends, most of them by Bhupinder Singh. 
I am grateful to all of them, above all to Bhupinder.  

 

- Santhok Singh Dheer 

 

  

 



 

Introduction 

Santokh Singh Dheer, the octogenarian Punjabi writer has 
been well known as a master exponent of the short story. 
He has also published a number of collections of poetry, 
from where the collection in this book has been taken- 
selected by the author himself.   

The political overtones in much of his poetry are 
inescapable. Indeed, Dheer has been known for his 
espousal of progressive causes. The manuscript for this 
book was prepared in 1988- 1989 at the height of 
Khalistani terrorism in the Punjab. While many in the 
Punjabi writing community wavered in responding to the 
political developments in those years and many 
succumbed to communalism, Dheer upheld his beliefs and 
announced them via his poetry.  His poem ‘I was not an 
informer’, translated by veteran communist leader Satya 
Pal Dang, appeared in many newspapers of the day.  It 
was at that time that I translated some of his other poems 
that appeared in The Tribune, The Indian Express and a 
few periodicals. A few years ago, Dheer handed over the 
manuscript to me, dejectedly remarking that he is unlikely 
to see the English translations in print in his lifetime. 
Meanwhile, he went on to win one of India’s highest 
literary awards- the Sahitya Akademi, and other laurels. 

The publication of his book within his lifetime is 
therefore, a small tribute to the activist writer.  

 Bhupinder Singh 
May 31, 2008 
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i was not an informer 
 

Believe me 
I was not an informer 
I was only a three-year-old girl 
May be three and a half 
At the most four years old 
I was learning alphabet 
Three or four uncles came 
First my grandfather was shot dead 
Then my grandmother 
Then my daddy was killed 
And then my mummy 
Then my elder brother was killed 
After that my younger brother 
And then they proceeded to kill me 
 
I asked, Uncle 
Why do you kill me? 
I was told: you are an informer. 
I said, uncle 
What is an informer? 
In reply they fired fourteen bullets 
And my body was pierced all through 
I never knew and never will 
What is meant by an informer! 
 
(January 30, 1988)  
Translated by Satya Pal Dang 
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a length of the grey road 
 

By the length of the grey road  
Is the village of the beloveds  
The small length of the grey road  
The smaller its length  
The closer to the heart it is  
On the sides stand the trees  
Tall and medium  
Wide spaced and close grown  
Sesame, kiker, dek, phula-his,  
Stand next to the mango tree 
At places, the broad leaves of the teak  
Flutter softly 
 
Dark and deep shadows 
Spread out in the mosaic of light and shade 
The branches dance with the splashes of wind 
And the flowers of the fruit fall 
In the season of the spring 
On the grey coloured length of the road 
By the length of the grey road 
Is the village of the beloveds 
 
In the lively season of ‘cheter’ 
We first walked on this length of road 
The Eves walked in carefree gait 
Their tresses flowing in inviting pride 
Showing the stars 
In the folds of its blue "Chunari" 
Overawed by the ethereal beauty 
We walked in ecstasy 
Scattering like drunks 
Touching each other’s hands 
Making excuses galore 
We walked in the lively season of 'cheter’ 
By the length of the grey road 
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Is the village of the beloveds 
 
On the small length of the grey road 
Again we walked in the heat of ‘Bhadon’ 
The dawn beckoned the morn 
Clothed in the colour of the mango juice 
The morn walked along the fields 
On the length of the grey road 
 
We walked in the heat of 'Bhadon' 
Surrounded by the welcoming scenes 
Laughing on one side 
Loving ones on the other 
We walked in zigzag routes 
Talking in meaningless tones 
The west winds flowed in soft breeze 
Sometimes it swirled 
The clothes fluttered like the wings of swan 
On the small length of the grey road 
  
The small length of the grey road 
On which lie the shadows dark 
On which pass the lovers 
Around which the birds twitter 
Where lovers make promises  
Where love reaches its destination 
By the small length of the grey road 
is the village of the beloveds 
 
Sometimes on this piece of road 
A crow caws 
Sometimes an eagle hovers, crying shrilly 
Sometimes the wings of a bat flutter 
Sometimes a snake crawls 
Sometimes lightning bolts 
Sometimes a cloud thunders 
Where shall I shelter this piece? 
Where shall I hide this patch? 
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I shall shelter it in my bosom 
Hide it within my heart 
Put the swords into the scabbards 
Put aside the guns 
Remove bombs from this world 
Suck the poison from this world 
  
This world is very beautiful 
A basket of flowers 
The beloveds live here 
It is the land of the pink dust 
and the gardens of mango trees 
By the length of the grey road 
  
Can blood flow in the world 
Where reside the beloveds? 
 
Will this length of road  
Sink in the depths of blood? 
 
As long as the brave live here 
This cannot happen 
As long as the lover's hearts beat 
No drop of blood can fall on 
This pure earth  
 
The small length of the grey road 
The smaller its length 
The closer to the heart it is 
 
By the length of the grey road  
Is the village of the beloveds 
 
(August 29, 1956) 
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the white horse 
  

The green-edged day  
Sank in the valley 
Evening came 
And sat silently amidst tall trees 
 
On a stony path up the hill 
Buxom women go 
Their heads swathed in vermillion scarves 
And their bodies wrapped in striped wool 
 
In this city of evenings  
Pedestrians have arrived  
And have lighted their ovens  
In the wet pine forest 
 
The green bitter smoke  
Emits dark smells  
A pool of light trembles  
In the black night 
 
Amidst the blue-walled hills  
The Beas river foams and neighs  
The ancient white horse  
Which does never stop 
 
In my heart is black silence  
My dreams are barren  
Shadows fly past me  
I can not join them 
  

(Manali, "July 26,1961 ) Translated by Balwant Gargi 
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nehru 

 
Across the Earth and the skies  
Stands a swan in sublime pride 
 
Bright eyes 
Full of moonlight 
Staring at the future 
Showering brilliance at eras 
  
Below his feet 
Lie the plains of the Ganga and Yamuna 
Have enshrined in his breast 
For the whole mankind 
For all the directions 
Beats the heart 
For all continents 
A soft heart 
Apprehensive for the whole world 
Good intent for all 
  
Across the earth and the skies 
Stands a swan in sublime pride 
This is the Arjun 
of the new India  
Gandhi, it’s charioteer 
A bow of non violence 
An arrow of peace 
Leading the chariot of the Ganga and Yamuna 
A pair of horses white 
Truth Yudhistra his elder brother, struggle Subhadra 
Draupadi’s penance 
Sorrow and agony, his Pandav brothers 
 
Across the earth and the skies  
Stands a swan in sublime pride. 
(August 29,1956)  
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vietcong 
(The organisation of the Vietnamese patriots) 

Bhagat Singh calls out 
Comes running Chander Shekhar 
Today's my turn, Dutt says 
Today’s my turn, Rajguru says 
How pretty is the bride of death! 
A claim everyone has 
  
Fires, sabres, bombs, bullets  
Fall some heroes  
Pretty bride, scarlet flower  
Rosy colour, maroon lips  
Pretty arms around the neck 
 
Those left behind 
Sad at heart, they become 
  
(April 10,1967) Translated by Darshan Nat 
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hanoi 
 

Far away twinkles a lamp,  
Frowns and fumes  
A black cobra  
An eye-sore to it 
 
The lamp 
The night it pierces 
It pierces the cobra’s heart 
Outraged cobra 
It frowns and it fumes 
Again and again 
The lamp it attacks 
Napalm bomb 
Rain of fire 
Hisses the bloody tongue 
Extinguish but the lamp won't 
 
Foolish cobra,  
Donkey's wit! 
 A lamp it is not  
It is the Sun 
 
(May 16,1967) Translated by Darshan Nat 
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telengana, arise! 
 

Telengana, arise! 
Kishengarh, raise thy head!  
Passive now you can't be  
Listen to the call of the times 
 
"Non-violence is Buddha's creed" 
Said the king and 
Resorted to the sword 
Flying drops of human blood 
Reached the Gaya Tree 
The Gaya Tree's drenched 
The Gaya Tree's drowning 
  
Violence screams 
In the town of Kapilavastu 
Violence at large 
In the palace of Gautam 
 
With scissors of value 
The throats they cut 
In streets 
In mills, they murder 
By spears of retrenchment 
 
They tell the tiller 
"Land's that of the capitalist" 
The guns of deprivation 
Pierce the heart 
Knives of taxes 
Into the belly 
Out the intestines 
 
Meagre the pay 
And acid they throw 
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On their bodies 
 
Costly education 
Throws the soda bottles 
And dying without a drug 
The goonda of the wealthy 
Beats the passerby 
 
"Non- violence is Buddha's creeds" 
Said the king and 
Resorted to the sword, 
Flying drops of human blood 
Reached the Gaya Tree 
The Gaya Tree's drenched 
The Gaya Tree's drowning 
 
Pick up the spear, Telengana!  
Kishengarh! Wear thy arms 
Look not to the Delhi palaces  
Painting rosy scenes 
 
Telengana, arise!  
Kishengarh, raise thy head!  
Passive now you can't be  
Listen to the call of the times 
 
(February 16, 1970) Translated by Darshan Nat 
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nations 
 

He was a perfect fool  
Or a splendid hoax  
Or the lord of flies  
Who called Hindus and  
Muslims as nations 
 
Russians and Chinese  
Natives of U.K. 
 and of U.S.A.  
Even these peoples  
You can't call nations 
 
Nations are just two   
One of human folk  
And the other of beasts 
One of music, dance  
And the tender muse  
The other, of savagery 
 

(April 28, 1971)  Translated by Rajinder Singh Verma 
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a bunch of plastic flowers 
 

This was not the golden deer 
It was deceit 
A mistake 
This was a bunch of plastic flowers 
Only the colours were more deep 
A voice was heard 
Be fooled not by the flowers of death! 
This is a mirage of gold 
It is not gold 
 
It wasn't your fault either  
There was just too much dust  
In the sound of unruly drums  
The true voice is never heard 
 
One can also misjudge 
The sharp eye 
Is also sometimes bedazzled 
The wise king Bharathrihari 
Once mistook the 'paan' spit 
For a scarlet ruby 
 
The horns on the demons' head 
Are a mere creation 
Of the artists' imagination 
Many a time the demons look godlier 
Than the gods themselves 
Even if horns they have 
They stand not on the heads 
But within 
and it is not all but the discerning eye 
That beholds those horns 
 
(May 30, 1977)  
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o epic poet of the ramayana 
 

O epic poet of Ramayana  
Did Lord Rama  
Really taste the half-eaten, sullied berries  
of the Bhil- woman? 
 
O epic poet of Ramayana!  
Your pen is true  
but neither is untrue  
the predicament of life In the Bhil woman's land 
 
O epic poet of Ramayana ! 
the Lord Ramas of today 
step in a conceited demeanour 
and raze to the ground 
the Bhil woman's house 
her children- sweet like her berries 
are killed in cold blood 
on the virgin land of your epic 
and then 
douched in kerosene 
are burnt alive...  
 
O epic poet of Ramayana !  
Did Lord Rama  
really taste the  
half-eaten, sullied berries  
of the Bhil-woman ? 
 
(July 19, 1977) 
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the lamp of diwali 
 

The lamp of Diwali  
First laughed, and then it cried  
"The wick is dry and the oil spent...” 
It had to burn, so it burnt. 
 
The demon of darkness 
Roared in conceit: 
"O poor lamp ! 
As yet your Lord Rama 
has not slayed the Demon 
As yet the fire 
has not touched the towers of Lanka 
It is yet torn within" 
 
The lamp of Diwali 
was stunned 
It neither laughed, nor did it cry 
 
(November 7, 1977)  
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the message of art 
(Rock Garden, Chandigarh) 
 
How high are those 
that are called lowly 
Outcastes 
Derelicts 
Pariahs 
Wretched 
 
These that are fallen 
in the dust 
Collect them 
They are the diamonds 
that flash on crowns 
 
Be the honour of those who hath it not 
The strength of the weak 
Shelter the shelter- less 
Raise those who lie fallen 
These are not stone 
Nor pebbles 
They are a flock of stars 
Gardens of flowers 
 
Collect them 
Peep into their souls 
And behold in their tiny hearts 
The many suns 
And lights that 
Scintillate 
 
(November 11,1977)  
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this is not janak’s bow 
 

This is not the 
Breaking of a mere bow 
It is the 
Breaking of a whole epoch 
 
It is simpler 
To hit the eye of fish in the plate of oil 
But harder 
To break an epoch 
And 
On its ruins 
To create anew 
 
This is not the gods’ task 
Nor of the avataars of gods 
Accomplished in the sixteen arts 
This is the charge 
Of the million Bhils and Shudras 
 
This is not the  
Breaking of a mere bow  
It is the 
Breaking of a whole epoch  
And on its ruins  
Creating anew 
 
(April 8, 1978)  
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o unfortunate puran 
 

O unfortunate Puran fallen in the well 
Today it is not the era of Gorakhnaths 
It is the era of that Book 
That gives arms to the armless 
Legs to the legless 
Eyes to the blind 
Wisdom to the fool 
It gives light to the moon 
And lava to the sun 
 
O unfortunate Puran fallen in the well 
This is the message of Liberation 
Of betterment 
It is the healer of a 
Tortured body 
 
(April 8, 1978)  
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 this was not barbarity 
 

(A Harijan woman, Pritam Kaur, who was murdered by 
pushing a 22 inch stick into her private part. She was a 
volunteer (sewadarni) in a gurudwara in Hoshiarpur 
district) 
 
Perhaps this was not barbarity 
Only a common place affair 
 
Had it been barbarity 
Some Rama’s fire- arrow 
Would have pierced and killed 
The demon king 
The city of Lanka would have burnt 
And tethered 
In the flowery flames of fire 
 
Had it been barbarity 
The Kurukshetra of Mahabharata would have danced 
For ages the soil would have been crimson 
And scarlet flames would have engulfed the skies 
 
Perhaps this was not barbarity 
Only a common place affair 
 
 (July 25,1978)  
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the game of dushera 
 

This evening 
A king 
Will pierce  the heart  
Of another king 
 
The poets yoked 
To one king virtue 
To another villa- nary 
That to be a king itself was wicked- 
That was hidden 
 
A thousand Ramchanders  
May shoot arrows on end  
And yet vileness will reign  
It shall only be ended 
When  
Instead of Ramchander 
Bhils shoot the arrows 
And throw 
Balls of fire 
On Lanka 'the city of gold’ 
 
Otherwise 
These arrows of fire  
(that are not even real)  
Shall remain  
A mere game of Dushehra 
 
(October 11, 1978)  
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grow your nails long 
 

Those who are blessed by the gods 
To never die 
At daytime 
Or the night 
Outside 
Or within 
Their time has come 
Grow your nails long to slash their bellies 
 
The Narsingh may not now 
Appear from the pillar 
It may arise from the fields and mills 
From colleges, schools and universities 
Everywhere where the fire of hell is 
The Narsingh may appear 
Wherever this fire is 
 
Humans you already are 
Just try and become lions for sometime 
First grow your nails long 
To slash their bellies 
Those who are blessed by the gods 
To never die 
At daytime 
Or the night 
 
Their time has come 
 
(August 10, 1979)  
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come, let us churn again 
 

Rotten are the amrits, the gods' drink 
Of the three ages - Dwapar, Tretha, Satyuga 
Let us churn again 
The oceans vast 
 
This is not the age of devils 
Or of demons and gods 
This is the age of those whose hands 
Bear the scars of sickle 
And the ulcers of hammers 
 
It is said 
This is the age of Kalyug 
An age millions of years long 
Come, let us 
Instead of the Baashak snake 
Churn the oceans 
With the length of its age 
 
We have to fight wars 
We need newer forces and strength 
Of fires and winds 
Of the flash of lightening 
Across the earth and sky 
 
Rotten are the amrits, the drinks of gods  
Let us churn again  
The oceans vast 
 
(August 12,1979) 
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koo koo 
 

The morn 
And the sweet bird's koo- koo 
 
The green tree 
The blue sky 
And the sweet bird's koo-koo 
 
The bars of prison 
Walls and the big gates 
Could not withhold 
The green tree 
The blue sky 
Some sweet bird's koo- koo 
 
We hope yet of life 
O those who separate us from it 
You have lost! 
Behold 
To meet us they have followed in 
The green tree 
The blue sky 
The sweet bird's koo- koo 
 
(Chandigarh Jail) (June 2, 1981) 
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the sun’s salute 
 

From beyond the peaks of Himalayas 
Rising to its full height 
Peering into 
The yard of our jail 
The smiling sun of the morn spoke 
Comrades! How are you? 
Red Salute! Red Salute! 
 
Comrades, the whole world 
Salutes me 
Especially when I am on the ascend 
Comrades! But you are the only ones 
To whom I bow since ages old 
You - the fighters 
Who move the world 
From the old 
To the new 
 
(Chandigarh Jail) (June 2, 1981) 
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arms 
 

At the jail's gates 
Wardens searched us 
For we may not carry arms 
Sharp-edged 
Fiery 
That could break the bars 
And harm the walls 
 
In the barracks 
We sometimes open 
The great Marx's book 
And sometimes great Lenin's 
Sometimes we talk to Bhagat Singh 
Sometimes to Julius Fuchik 
The walls to us seem crumbling 
As do the bars 
Melting like ice 
 
Lo behold! 
How many arms we have inside the jail 
Sharp-edged 
Fiery 
 
With these arms 
We shall destroy an era 
And create anew 
 
(Chandigarh Jail) (June 18, 1981) 
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thieves 
 

It is true, O warden! 
These are thieves  
Car- thieves  
Scooter- thieves  
Pick- pockets 
Chain snatchers 
 
But have not thieves 
Built big temples in the 
Capital? 
O warden! 
I do not consider 
Car-thieves to be good 
Or the snatchers of chains 
From women's necks 
To be good 
 
But where are the jails for those 
Who've captured the nation’s cars? 
O warden! 
These are not the snatchers of chains 
They are the grabbers of our mines of gold 
  
They have robbed 
Our past and age 
Our lives and existence 
They have picked the 
Pockets of our politics 
 
O warden! 
These real thieves 
Sit under the shade 
On the chairs of power 
And behind your bars 
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Are locked 
The petty thieves 
(Chandigarh Jail) (July 7, 1981) 
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the greatest art of our age 
 

Do not murder 
Do not deprive it of its soul 
Punish it- 
Just ignore it 
 
Gold it is, serene and pure  
Had it been alloyed  
Then no value of ours was in danger  
But pure it is, unalloyed  
Now it is dangerous  
So punish it- 
Just ignore it 
 
A sun it is 
Shining over the sky  
The universe and cosmos 
 To deny the visible truth is difficult  
Even then  
Ignore it 
 
O Pandit, O gyani ! 
O men of intellect 
All thy knowledge, throw all its weight for it  
Quote the vedas , granths and the Korans 
Make a miracle that maketh "no” a "yes"  
And ignores the "yes” 
 
This is the magic, art and knowledge  
The greatest art of our age 
 
(February 20, 1982)  
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 from the red fort to the red square 
 

From the Red Fort 
To the Red Square 
Let us kindle a lamp 
And pour in it 
Oil from the heart 
 
The World-laden with blossoms 
Hangs 
In skepticism 
Rambles 
Between 'Yes’ and 'No’ 
The world is ablaze 
Flames mounting 
Ghosts dandling 
Demons howling 
Let us kindle a lamp 
From the Red Fort 
To the Red Square 
And pour in it 
Oil from the heart 
 
The Flag raised  
Over the Kremlin  
The Ganga rises  
To behold it  
What light  
What power  
What fire  
What peace  
Though mighty  
Let us be meek  
Though majestic  
Let us be humble 
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The Red Square has  
offered its hand  
The Red Fort has 
pressed it against the bosom 
lo! might is awakened 
And energy is enkindled 
Just as Bokaro 
And Bhilai 
A breast strong 
As Durgapur 
Firm 
Moulded out of steel 
 
Lenin looks up to 
Our Buddha 
The Buddha looks up to 
The peace at the Kremlin 
Devdutt * 
Pierces the World 
Lenin pulls out 
The arrow stuck 
 
From the Red Fort 
To the Red Square 
Let us kindle a lamp 
And pour in it 
Oil from the heart 
Let us weed out the thorns 
Bloom flowers 
And drive away 
The spirits of Darkness 
 
(October 20, 1982) Translated by I.S.Dhillon 
 
* A cousin of the Buddha, who pierced a goose with his 
arrow. Both were at play while they were children. The 
Buddha, out of compassion, pulled out the stuck arrow. 
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honour 
  

What an honour it is 
To be with those who sleep under the blue skies 
on mother earth 
and to behold the world  
through their eyes 
 
What an honour it is  
To be part of the monkey-army  
Attack the enemy camp 
Set the golden Lanka on fire  
and free 
a fettered era  
from the clutches of Ravana 
 
What an honour it is 
to lie awake the night through 
to awaken the people 
and choose to be a watchman 
  
What an honour it is 
To rise above the roofs and borders 
And accompany the moons and stars 
 
What an honour it is  
To be Guru Nanak's Sikh  
And Lenin’s soldier 
 
(November 18, 1983)  
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i have burnt like a lamp 
 

I have burned like a lamp  
In the depths of darkness  
In the bosom of the dark night  
Yesterday  
Today 
Tomorrow 
  
Sometimes the wick dried up 
and at others the oil was expended 
I have laughed 
I have cried 
I have laughed like a lamp 
I have cried like a lamp  
I have burned like a lamp  
In the depths of darkness  
In the bosom of the dark night 
 
I have burned like a lamp 
Through the night 
Through the ages 
Through the day 
Through the four Eras 
Through Satyug 
Dwapar 
Treta 
Kalyug 
With my flickering flame 
My tiny, red flame 
 
I have burned like a lamp  
In storms and tempests 
In desolate lands  
In cities 
In ruins 
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In oceans 
 In mountains 
In graves scorned 
 
I have burned like a lamp  
In the fields 
In factories 
In the depths of darkness  
In the bosom of the dark night  
Yesterday 
Today 
Tomorrow  
  
 (November 18, 1983) 
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o aurangzeb! 
 

Aurangzeb !  
You play a guise 
Becoming sometimes a Muslim, 
Sometimes a Sikh  
Sometimes a Hindu,  
Sometimes a Christian 
 
You sometimes preach Muslim hymns 
And sometimes Sikh baptism 
And under the holy shade of Quran, 
The holy leaves of Guru Granth 
You let loose 
Orgies of massacre 
 
You flaunt Quran, in one 
And the blood—smeared 
Sword in the other hand, 
You cite Sikh scriptures, 
And also carry American weapons for 
Fire, arson and homicide, 
What a great villain you are! 
in your guise of a Muslim 
a Sikh 
a Hindu 
a Christain 
 
O Aurangzeb, listen! 
 Innocence murdered  
Is never silenced 
Seemingly silent at first,  
Blood of innocents  
Rises, boils and curdles  
Like an angry lion  
Awakened from sleep, 
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Like a storm, 
Like a tempest,  
And makes mincemeat of  
The villain, the monster  
And the cheat 
 
Earlier too, O Aurangzeb!  
History battered you   
Now again, your monstrous head  
Will be battered 
 
(March 2, 1984) 
 
Translated by Dr. Avtar Singh 
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cursed is that pen 
 

We are one  
like the oceans  
No power can break  
oceans 
 
We are neither Hindu nor Sikh 
Muslim or something else 
We are men 
How can we belie Nanak’s words? 
 
We are the sun  
Shining in the sky  
Neither is it Hindu  
Nor Sikh or Muslim  
Russian or Chinese  
European or Asian  
Man is man  
The sun, sun 
 
What to call the moon? 
Brahmin or Harijan? 
The tree? Hindu or Muslim? 
Cursed is the pen 
That today is not the sun 
But Hindu, Muslim or Sikh 
That today is not the moon, 
or the ocean 
  
(October 7, 1984)  
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poor people 
 

(The Punjabi writers thrown off their feet after Operation    
Bluestar) 
 
True 
These are poor people 
Deserving pity 
Worthy of exoneration 
They could not weather 
The winds and storms 
They stood not on mighty boulders 
Or even on the slippery grass 
Blown off they were 
By the mighty storms 
 
With them was not 
Nanak 
Or Kabir 
Lenin 
Or Marx 
Hollow, and innocent 
Poor they surely are 
 
Learned they were 
but loaded like the donkey's back 
Famed also they ware 
Like the pundits of Benares, 
the maulvis of Mecca 
They neither had inner strength 
Nor thought within 
Blown off they were 
By the mighty winds 
 
Even the blank sheet of paper has some weight  
Even the tiny grasses stick their feet  
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And then 
Not too big was this storm  
Just a wind that blew hard  
But hollow and innocent  
Poor they surely are 
 
True 
These are poor people 
Deserving pity 
worthy of exoneration 
They could not weather  
the winds and storms 
 
(October 7, 1984) 
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india, feel not sad 
(Assassination of Indira Gandhi) 
 
1. 
 
This falcon of Death 
Did not descend accidentally 
O India! 
Long did it think and 
Long deliberated 
Long did it consider 
Long calculated 
Long did it search 
Long measured 
High and low 
Low and high 
It thought all 
And considered all 
  
America 
Canada 
England 
West Germany 
Have fondled the wings 
Of this falcon 
  
O  India! 
the viewer 
Of the earth and sky 
It is a sheer chance that 
‘Ek Onkar’* is inscribed on its wings, 
It could be 'Om' 
As well the ‘Cross’ or 
‘786’ 
and it could be 
Any other symbol 
It means not more 
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Except that 
Thy gait 
Thy defence 
Did not suit the palate 
Of the fondlers 
Of this falcon, 
Thy gait 
Thy Shield 
Thy glory 
Thy honour 
Thy horizon 
Thy swan look 
The fondlers of the hawk 
Did abhor 
  
O Bharat ! 
Soldier like you stood 
With thy breast as a shield 
Erect necked 
Sun blazed on your brow 
and  
Thy eyes dazzled with 
Twinkling stars 
The dews of dawn 
Washed thy face 
Your eyes scanned the 
Thick layers of ages 
Thy feet were moving 
Towards the golden path- 
Which are both 
a destroyer and preserver 
  

O  Bharat! 
Thy succulent mango's juice 
Over-brimmed the mouth 
of the world 
Thy red rose scattered 
it’s sweet fragrance all around 
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O Bharat! 
Thy honour 
Thy glory 
Did not suit the palate 
Of the fondlers of the falcons 
 
Hawks do prey the victim 
unawares 
"The gleeful goose 
On the bank of lake 
Is preyed upon 
Unawares" 
But O Bharat! 
This hawk hunted not 
unawares 
 
It has preyed with 
A lot of scheming 
 
And long deliberations 
Long did it think 
Long did it consider 
Long did it calculate 
And measure 
High and low 
Low and high 
Did it scan 
Did it think 
 
2. 
  
Be not melancholic 
O Bharat 
Ridden with bullets 
Awake, arise 
Look left, look right 
Darkness does envelope 
around, but with thy eyes 
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of sages,  
Search for a friend  
Or foe 
Identify them  
O Bharat! 
  
(November 7, 1984) Translated by Dr.Avtar Singh 
 

* 'God is one’ The Adi Granth of the Sikhs, begins with 
these words 
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let me march forward 
 

Pity me 
And call me not Hindu 
Or Sikh 
Musalmaan 
Or Christian 
I am that clear blood 
That once fell 
In Jallianwala 
 
No caste was mine 
Or faith 
Country 
Or time 
Black 
Or white 
North 
Or 
South 
I was one 
A man 
Of all lands 
Of all eras 
Take pity on me- 
Do not sully me by calling 
Hindu 
Or Sikh 
Black 
And White 
Let me flow clear 
 
Do not taunt me more 
Or sadden me so 
Afar is my destination  
Far....  very far 
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Let me toil 
Let me march forward 
 
(November 23, 1984) 
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to the sun  
 

O Sun ! 
Beware 
Adjectives are being concocted for you  
‘Sikh intellectual’ 
‘Hindu intellectual’ 
To snatch away your mighty influence 
Your radiance  
To be- small you, 
 
O Sun! 
These are conspiracies 
 Dark storms 
Take care, do not be shaken  
Or broken 
Or get carried away! 
  
Do not be partitioned  
into villages or cities  
districts or states  
countries or nations  
islands or continents, 
your village, your city  
your  district, your state 
O sun! the whole globe  
is your country, your nation 
island, continent 
 
Religion is a cheap commodity  
Being sold in the marketplace 
in temples ,  mosques  
churches and  monasteries 
 
Your religion 
Your nation 
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your country 
your creed 
Thy illuminated eye 
Disperse your Light in equal measure 
on the whole globe 
 
(July 19, 1985) 
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 this blood speaks 
 

 (Assassination of Sant Longowal) 
 
O! 
What is this! 
No, nothing has happened 
It is 
Just as it should have been 
 
Unlit was the lamp of Punjab 
A mighty man's pure blood was needed 
With his courage 
He lighted the lamp of harmony 
 
Taking from the Granth Sahib 
A line from the Master 
Treading the paths of Guru Tegh Bahadur 
Walked towards Delhi 
Towards East 
Towards the Sun 
Guru Nanak's tolerance 
Guru Arjan Dev's sweet peace 
Guru Tegh Bahadur's conviction 
Gobind Singh's bravery 
Farid's shaloks 
Kabir's holy words 
Mira Bai's bhajans 
Walked along with him 
 
He returned to Punjab 
His stature touching the suns and moons 
What victory hath he brought? 
The whole nation's heart 
The 'kirpan' bequethed to him by Guru Gobind Singh 
He kept the honour of that 'kirpan’ 
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He, like the 'blanket of Hind’ 
Upheld the honour of the 'Janayu' and 'tilak' 
 
Like Mardana's 'rabab’ 
His sweet voice called: 
"O men of plough! Plough thy fields" 
“O keepers of shops! Open thy business" 
He, like his Master 
United the separated 
Those who hath broken 
He knitted them together 
Respecting the temple 
Higher he raised the saffron flag over the Gurudwara 
With his courage 
He lighted the lamp of harmony 
 
The gurudwara of Sherpur 
The rain of bullets... 
But how foolish they are 
Those from the Dark 
Can ever the sun and moon be killed? 
Those lamps 
Kindled by the verses of the Granth 
Can they be ever extinguished? 
Look now they shine 
The Ghadari Babas 
Bhagat Singh and more 
 
When Christ was put on the cross 
And nails pierced into his beautiful body 
And blood flowed like the scarlet flowers of rose 
The gods from the heavens gathered to preserve his blood 
In their cups 
So that his blood may not go vain 
 
O brave Punjabis!  
Collect thy vessels  
Thy pure hearts! 
To preserve this blood 
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 This blood speaks: 
“None is foe or unknown...." 
“The tribe of men is one..." 
 
(August 22, 1985) 
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when we come 
 

When we come 
We will fall like the rays of sun 
on damp places 
Dark, filthy, the rivers of superstitions 
the drains of fundamentalism 
From where arise 
the mosquitoes, the scorpions and the venomous snakes 
We will remove 
All this dirt 
and clean their sources 
When we come 
like the rays of the sun 
 
When we come 
Hawks and sparrows will together fly 
and below  on the earth 
there would be no oppressors and helpless 
We will not let the old idiom 
about the hawks and the sparrows remain true 
because there would be no need 
for such idioms 
  
On this our earth 
There would be the mighty lion 
As well as the weak goat 
But there would be no need 
To say that both the lion and the goat 
Will drink from the same stream 
Because they will naturally do so 
whether the animals drink or not 
human beings will definitely drink 
for human beings  
will not let the old 
contrast of the lion and the goat 
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remain true 
 
When we come 
we will have a history 
and also glorious mythologies 
but seeing us 
it will begin to cry 
like the one with a wounded heart cries on seeing a 
beloved 
we will join their broken bones and parts 
we will grace their countenance 
and will place them amidst the whole people 
for Light 
for Fragrance 
to step into the future for pride 
for progress 
to break the chains of men 
for centuries they have remained 
in the slaughter- houses of enemies 
 
When we come 
the aroma of the cooking food 
will be all around the house 
it will not be pressed under debts 
The tips of arrows will not pierce 
each other's breast 
rather with the points of arrows 
poets will write poems 
the sword will feel ashamed 
on being dripped in blood 
and, to assist the plough 
to make the earth resplendent 
with crops 
and to make it fragarant 
it will reach the believers 
when we come 
When we come 
( February 10,1986) 
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fool’s gold 
 

No, no 
Certainly this is not gold 
but a mirage of gold 
it is fool's gold 
an appearance 
Look through the eyes of 
Nanak 
Kabir 
Tukaram 
Chandidas 
It is a deception pure 
 
The demons have sent a gilded deer 
for you to see and deceive 
from the present they have thrown you 
Into the darkness of past 
to a misty future 
the past that runs into the jungles wild 
they have cut you off from the present 
and from its reality 
 
Which is your future 
the one that before your eye  
that shines bright? 
the gilded deer 
which is nowhere 
and shall never be 
The demons have cut you off from your present 
have turned you away from the future sun 
 
No, this is not the 'rabaab’ 
on the music of which Guru Nanak 
sang immortal words 
and on the no-moon night of scum 
Shone the moon 
It is the lute 
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of   beggars and monkey- dancers 
of the dealers in scum 
On the strains of this lute 
the sleeping snakes awake 
one strain says 
'I am a Hindu ', I am a Hindu' ! 
The other 
'I am a Sikh’,   'I  am a Sikh’ ! 
No, this is not the ‘rabaab’ 
not gold 
nor truth 
it is the storm of dust 
of mist 
 
( July 10,1986)  
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o  babe 
 
O beloved babe! 
I'm sorry and 
beg to be excused 
  
You came to the world  
and chose Hindustan  
as place of your birth 
but before you came  
I couldn't dismiss vice  
from court of the land 
Ah! I failed to do  
what I should have done 
 
Dearie! as you came 
here I should have  
offered you a new  
and fresh Hindustan 
Fresh as flowers  
and gleaming Hindustan 
which could be your own 
which could be your own  
not only in words 
but in the real sense 
could be yours and mine 
 
But alas! O sweet! 
Truly speaking ‘tis 
Not yours, nor mine 
Just to say ‘tis yours 
Just to say ‘tis mine 
 
O babe! I’m sorry and  
Beg to be excused. 
 
 (July 26, 1986) Translated by Rajinder Singh Verma 
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darshan singh canadian 
 

 It was broadcast 
that Comrade Darshan Singh Canadian 
fell to the bullets 
of secessionsists and extremists 
on September 25,1986 
Right at the threshhold 
of village Langeri 
 
Doordarshan confirmed it 
and press corroborated 
the news 
that Darshan Singh Canadian 
fell to the bullets 
of secessionists and extremists 
at the doors of village Lengeri 
on September 25,1986 
 
No, No! 
Canadian did not die 
On September 25,1986 
He died a number of times 
at a number of places 
at one place now 
at another, there after 
 
Thousands of years ago  
Comrade Canadian was  
crucified at the cross  
in Jerusalem  
when his body was nailed  
to the cross 
 
At the herald of Truth 
Comrade Canadian was  
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later killed in Greece  
through a cup of poison 
  
Comrade Canadian was 
hanged in Iran, Isfahan 
for raising a slogan of 
A-al-Haq  
proclaiming all human race 
to be the children of Allah 
and equal, as 
human beings 
For this, for proclaiming 
A-al-Haq 
Comrade Canadian 
Had to perish 
 
Comrade Canadian toiled  
to remove the mist  
and disperse light  
But the lovers of mist  
In medieval times  
branded him the treader of  
wicked paths and then  
showered stones on him 
  
Where hast Comrade Canadian  
not fought ?  
Where has he  
not died ? 
A thousand years he fought 
in Russia against the Czar 
in Spain he fought with Franco 
in Germany with Hitler 
in India with the English 
at times he  fought 
as Bhagat Singh 
at others 
as Julius Fuchik 
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In the high Welkon of 
human race twinkle 
a galaxy of stars 
Abraham Lincoln 
Martin Luther King 
Mahatma Gandhi 
John Kennedy 
Kartar Singh Sarabha 
Patrice Lumumba 
Sant Longowal 
Darshan Singh Canadian 
  
 (September 28, 1986) Translated by Dr. Avtar Singh 
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to the punjab of farid 
  

O Punjab of Farid! 
How many chapters 
Black 
wnd White 
have you written 
if you have even an iota of sense 
search within 
 
To fight amongst yourself 
over the ‘aarti’ and the ‘azaan’ 
is to commit sacrilege 
Farid has termed the sacrilegious  
(impious) as dogs 
Punjab, judge yourself 
The title of dog does not befit you 
 
Those who unite 
love mankind 
in Farid's eyes 
they are the pious 
Farid considers them to be 
emulous 
Cleanse thyself in the waters of 
love 
and earn acceptance in the 
eyes of Baba Sheikh Farid 
 
Farid rose everyday 
and cleansed himself 
with the pure waters of the morn 
then he entered the mosque of his Self 
and broomed it 
 
Punjab! 
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Your venerated mosque lies sullied 
Since last many years 
 
The ears of cows and 
Packs of cigarettes 
At places lies the blood of 
Innocents 
 
Punjab! Rise ! 
Cleanse thyself with Farid's divine words 
And the waters of love 
And then 
Sweep your mosque. 
Punjab! Look how many treasures 
Of sweetness has Farid given us 
Honey drips from them 
Yet why so much bitterness? 
Hate? 
Barbarity? 
Punjab! you have moved away 
From Farid's treasures 
You have got entangled 
In the poisonous weeds 
 
Spit this venom 
Listen to Farid's words 
They are 
Sweet 
Brimming with nectar 
And dripping with honey 
 
(September 24,1986)  
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the moon’s entreaty 
  
You are coming towards me 
O  inhabitants of the earth! 
You are welcome 
My doors are open 
But, with great regard, 
I entreat you 
Only bring your pleasant qualities with you 
Pleasing talk, sweet fragrance 
brotherhood, virtuous manners  
Enmity and bad faith 
I do not like 
Do not bring them with you 
 
For millions of years 
I have guarded my purity 
Here, there is no temple, no mosque 
No gurudwara 
Kindly do not bring such things 
With you 
Bring only your pleasant deeds 
 
Look 
You are not aliens for me 
For thousands of years 
Have I circled around you 
You are intellectuals and scientists 
You have written the Vedas 
The Koran and the Bible 
You have also created mythologies 
And glorious histories 
But, pardon me, 
You are also 
The beheaders of men 
When you play holi-the festival of colours 
You play even with the milk sucking new born, 
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Do not brings these festivals of  
blood here 
 
I also 
O inhabitants of the earth! 
Come to your planet 
But when I come 
I come in the rays of the sublime 
Spreading cool and comfort 
All your saints, teachers and sages 
Praise my art 
I have been sung in their epics 
Hence, when you come 
Come like me bringing cool rays 
Do not bring the heat of your guns 
and arms 
  
True, you are human beings 
Paragon of life 
This I say because 
Despite being human beings 
You arc also white and black 
Hindus, Sikhs, Muslims, Christians and Jews 
To speak the truth 
You are all these first 
And then human beings 
To further speak the truth 
Nowadays you are only these 
No longer are you the epitome of life 
Hence, 
When you come here 
Kindly come as human beings 
And nothing else 
 
And thus you are welcome  
My doors are open 
 
(October 10,1986)  
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the cuckoo’s song 
 

Amidst the crowing of crows 
Who listens to the song of the cuckoo? 
The drums of deceit sound. 
 
Storms engulf the skies 
Dark- the storms of deceit and falsity 
The cuckoo sits amongst the leaves 
The branches quiver 
The leaves rustle 
Sometimes, the trunk quakes 
Yet the cuckoo sings 
 
How mighty was the ten- headed Ravana 
As one head rolled, another arose 
Dark- the winds of deceit and falsity 
Had touched the acme of skies 
But 
The cuckoo sat amongst the leaves 
and sang 
  
These storms, those dark storms 
Momentary hurricanes of falsity 
Pluck the fruit raw and ripe 
Some leaves, branches fall 
But the cuckoo’s voice is everlasting, 
  
It neither breaks 
nor withers 
It does not end 
or die 
It can be heard today 
it will be heard tomorrow 
it is eternal 
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The crowing of the crows ends 
The drums of deceit break 
Through the branches 
The world listens 
To the cuckoo's song 
  
(October 23,1986)  
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a soldier’s confession 
 
1. 
 
Yours is the victory  
Mine defeat 
I have risen  
I have fallen 
  
How strong and powerful I was 
A soldier of the soldiers 
A shield tied behind my back 
Sword in hand 
Walking a soldier’s gait 
towards the  morn 
a vermillion morn 
Suddenly, on a turn 
I saw your crimson lips 
They began to  look 
deeper than  the morning 
Big, doe like eyes 
A new world beholden 
and strands of passion 
wrapped around my body 
 
I got lost 
walking towards the dawn 
I fell 
in the darkness of my heart 
I forgot 
my sky like ideals 
lay spread before me the depths 
deceived 
the mind was fooled 
crimson lips  
Big doe like eyes  
I could not perceive 
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Whether it was debris  or gold 
  
I could not understand 
Whether you were a fairy or a witch 
Serene soul or a Devil's spirit 
Certainly you were a flower 
only, I could not perceive 
whether you were of Nature 
or of Paper, 
The foot slipped 
the body fell 
shattered were 
the bones of my pride 
big, doe like eyes 
The crimson lips smiled 
Behold ! How a soldier falls 
he remembers 
neither the bow 
nor the arrow 
how he drowns 
the conqueror of seven seas. 
You were a fairy or a witch 
a pure soul or a devil's spirit 
I could not comprehend 
yours is the victory 
mine defeat 
you have risen 
I have fallen 
Salutations to you 
 
True I lie fallen 
Torn 
Trampled, and defeated 
with my back to the earth 
eyes turned to the heavens 
I am thinking 
how to rise? 
Where was I weak? 
Where was I powerless? 
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Where I fell? 
Perhaps this weakness 
lay somewhere within myself 
in my sub conscious mind 
in my views 
that is why the armour of steel 
Were of no use to me 
  
Actually first I lost 
against ray own self 
and then I was defeated 
in the battle field of life 
  
How should I fight? 
How to win? 
Enemy of my own self? 
With the sword 
first I must break my own chains 
and then the 
chain of this 
era 
 
(January 21- 30,1987)  
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my love 
  

It is true 
I hit 
with all my might 
blows on thy heart 
so that 
from your heart may flow 
the suppressed 
sparks of fire 
and which may become 
combating darkness 
of the no-moon night 
  
You were an idol 
alluring 
appealing 
but I broke  you 
for you were not up to me 
Covered with dust you were  
that I dispersed with my blows 
 
O fairy 
this is my love! 
this love 
broke your idol of stone 
your tears 
evidence your true form 
 
(February 3, 1987) 
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the first drop of our rain 
 
(Mangal Pandey was a Maratha soldier who fired the first 
shot during the First War of Indian Independence in 1857) 
  
Mangal Pandey ! 
 
I salute the first shot you fired 
in 1857 
I salute again 
and again! 
 
It is most arduous 
To be the first drop of the rain 
it coalesces with the dust 
yet it cannot fully fuse with it 
and the floods that follow it 
trace its steps 
 
That first drop of rain 
Does not vanish 
It becomes an ocean 
History writes its name 
In letters of gold 
 
Mangal Pandey 
The shot you first fired 
In 1857 
Yet resounds, around the world 
 
O first drop of our rain 
I salute you 
again 
and again 
  
(May 3, 1987)  
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let the stars shine 
  

Let the stars shine 
Do not disturb them 
they are sages 
they are the jewels 
and the stars 
in Guru Nanak's vast 
offerings 
 
Let them be as they are 
these ancient sages 
sit in quiet meditation 
do not disturb their calm 
let them twinkle 
and shine 
in the dark sunless, moonless night 
They light our paths 
 
We have filled 
our earth with gun powder 
in a fit of senselessness 
in ignorance 
we have filled our whole earth 
with blood 
with our soiled thought 
dirt and scum 
with our ignorance 
Do not disturb  
Let the stars shine 
 
These are the poets 
thinkers 
see, how they struggle in pain 
throb in agony 
they cannot bear the sorrow of the world 
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hence they twinkle, 
throb in agony 
  
Only due to the shine of the stars  
have we written the Vedas 
out of the jungles and trees 
we were animals  
four legged  
horned 
tailed 
only due to the shine of the stars  
have we become human- beings  
and travel towards the moons and suns 
 
If we do not let the stars shine 
and fill them with gun-powder 
we will again become animals 
four legged 
horned 
tailed 
neither will our glorious past 
nor the glorious future will exist 
Our present will vanish! 
 
Hence 
Kindly 
do not disturb 
let the stars shine 
they are the sages 
and the saints 
sitting in meditation 
 
(June 16,1987)  
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the poem 
  

The pundits proclaim 
The poem is good 
that speaks slowly 
like the flowers 
like the buds 
softly 
gently 
like the moonshine 
like the strains of the veena 
 
What remains of poetry 
if it is loud 
What remains of it 
if it breaks the sound sleep 
the poem fans us airs cool 
pours us jars of wine 
dances before the eyes 
poem- the slave girl 
entertains us - the princes 
 
Hearing this 
thundered ‘Babarwani’ 
angered was 
The Chandi di waar 
Listen O pundit! 
O gyani! 
Listen O learned man! 
a prisoner of your arrogance 
Babar invades 
the rivers of blood flow 
and the poem fans you 
and him 
airs cool? 
The demons uproot the world apart 
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And the poem speaks 
Softly? 
Gently? 
 
Where the soil turns to crimson red  
The poem fills your jars with wine?  
shame be on you, O pundit! O gyani!  
shame be on you, O arrogant one ! 
 
The poem will today 
ride a tiger 
like the goddess Durga 
and fight with the eight armed might 
the poem will fall like a bolt of lightening 
on the body of scum 
the poem will destroy 
the philosophies of dirt and scum. 
the poem will today 
ride a tiger 
like the  goddess Durga 
 
(July 7,1987) 
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where was the bus destined? 
 

(Two buses whose 76 unfortunate passengers fell to the 
inhuman terrorists bullets) 
 
Where was it destined to go? 
The bus which was stopped at Lalru 
at Fatehabad, near Sirsa ? 
Perhaps not very far 
a hundred, two hundred, four hundred or 
six hundred miles 
but now this bus will go very far 
to the dens of cannibals 
like Hitler, Mussolini 
now this bus will 
obliterate Aurangzebs 
annihilate Czars 
this bus will go 
very far 
 
Now this bus will not keep standing at Lalru 
or at Fatehabad near Sirsa 
It is an illusion 
that it will remain 
at Lalru or Fatehabad 
This bus will arise 
From the pond of blood 
drip itself 
look around 
then slowly 
it will begin to walk 
towards man's conscience 
towards the open, enlightened eye 
the unfathomable vast expanse of 
knowledge 
Then this  bus will go 
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towards  the redness of the morn 
where  the passengers of this bus 
wanted to go 
and this bus will stride 
with the suns and the moons 
towards the scintillating destination 
where it might not be 
condemned to be drowned 
in blood 
in Lalru or in Fatehabad 
 
 (July 21,   1987) 
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escape 
 
Come, let's write a 'ghazal’ 
some soft strain of love 
let's talk of flowers 
of lips, eyes 
in that is the measure of poetry 
of great, immortal poetry 
 
A drop of rain 
a greenish leaf 
oh! the heart rejoices 
Close the window 
Unbearable are these raw sounds 
wails and shrieks 
innocents have been killed 
So be it! 
Come, let's write a ghazal 
some soft strain of love 
 
The colourful clouds 
the drizzly evening 
open the corks and let the wines flow 
forget 
the blood and the whiz of bullets 
break not this  ethereal world 
disturb not the flow of life 
 
Come, let's write a ghazal  
some soft strain of love 
 
(July 30,1987)  
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my beautiful punjab 
 

I am a poet of the Punjabis  
shedding tears endlessly  
Hear O people !  
Hear my voice 
 
My beautiful Punjab is  
torn to rags 
my heart cries in anguish 
a thousand arrows have pierced my heart 
none comes to console me 
frail is my life 
and a thousand griefs 
Hear O people! 
Hear my voice 
 
It is the delightful soil  
of the five rivers  
adorned by the Gita’s shalokas  
the Gurus’ divine words  
it was a flower of rose  
a branch of the motia flower 
like a queen in the harem  
 
Autumn has arrived  
the spring departed  
Hear O people! 
Hear my voice 
 
Torn is my Punjab 
it’s tragedy beggaring description 
bullets have riddled the body 
through and through 
the silvery waters have turned red 
Babar again plays havoc 
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each day invade 
the hordes of Nadirs 
Hear O people! 
  
Butchers have seized 
my innocent Punjab 
look how they threaten 
its life 
it knows neither good or bad 
nor slyness 
Foes have put nooses 
around its neck 
it is innocent like a bird 
simple and unsophisticated, 
Hear O people! 
Hear my voice 
 
It's a puppet show 
the hands play somewhere outside 
religions have played havoc with it 
whether it is the door of the temple 
or that of the gurudwara 
None offers succor 
I shed tears, incessantly 
Hear O people! 
Hear my voice 
 
I am a poet of the Punjabis  
shedding tears endlessly  
hear O people!  
hear my voice 
 
(August 10, 1987) 
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o fair rose 
 

1 
The fair flower of Rose beseeched me 
Write verse in my praise 
on my hues 
my fragrance 
the open, smiling petals 
 
O fair rose 
Right! You deserve 
that I write verse about you 
about your hues 
your fragrance 
open, smiling petals 
but what can I do? 
 
I am helpless 
drenched with blood, the soil of Punjab 
blurs my eyes 
the blood of innocents 
chokes my pen 
the marble white paper 
fills with the drops of blood 
How can I turn my back from 
this blood 
and write verse about you? 
How can I defile 
the spilled blood of innocents? 
As yet 
I beg you to forgive me 
 
2. 
I will also write about you  
with a pen carved from the moon  
a nib of the sun’s rays  
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a unique pen 
the earth will be my paper  
pure and pious  
like a lover's heart 
 
O fair flower of rose 
Why should I degrade you 
by making you the subject 
of an ordinary poem? 
 
I will also write about you 
 
(November 11, 1987)  
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the dead body of a new born 
 

 (Thrown on a heap of garbage) 

O Christ! 
O Buddha! 
O Nanak! 
O Mohammad! 
 
When you came into this world 
the earth became more pleasant 
the flowers became more colourful 
more fragrant 
the moon became brighter 
the sun more radiant 
But this world 
Thankless, 
in return 
threw stones and bricks at you 
in streets and market places 
rendered you homeless 
and hanged you on the cross 
 
O Christ! 
O Buddha! 
O Mohammad! 
O Nanak! 
Today you again tried to come into the world 
Perhaps you thought that the world 
was now wiser 
Sputniks are being launched 
Mars and the moon are being landed upon 
there are constitutions and universities 
epitome of literature, philosophy and arts 
but this was your illusion 
a mistake, a hallucination 
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as yet this world is not ready to 
tolerate you 
as yet it does not have strength 
and hence your punishment is much harsher 
  
The cross could not stop you 
Rendering homeless did not break your heart 
the stones and bricks got tired 
that is why we have, on your coming, 
on the cold dark deaf night of January 
thrown you on a heap of dirt naked 
so that you are humiliated 
and also you may die by yourself in the biting cold 
We might be saved from the crime of spilling blood. 
It is said that great men should not be killed  
by spilling their blood 
they should die by Yasa- a bloodless death. 
 
If you still keep on coming  
then we will think of something else  
because in future we have to become  
more civilized 
 
(January 9, 1988) 
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no bullet 
 

You attempt 
To kill man, and mankind 
But you do not know 
That for any gun 
No bullet has yet been made 
That can kill man, and mankind. 
No bullet can kill the flow of rivers 
Or stall leaves from growing 
From swaying and moving 
No bullet can ever disperse 
the soaring wings of imagination 
Or stop the onward march of the 
Winds and worlds. 
Sunlight does not die 
The moon's shine 
The radiance of stars 
The bud’s laughter 
The smile on the rose's countenance 
No bullet has been made that can kill them forever 
 
 
It has been neither made 
Nor will it ever be made 
Nor can it be ever made 
Because the blood of man that falls 
Does not let it be made 
 
(January 31, 1988) 
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the pages of the guru granth sahib 
  

The revered pages  
of the Guru Granth Sahib  
are drenched in blood  
the blood of children  
the blood of the old  
the blood of women  
the blood of innocents 
 
These pages 
like the moon 
the sun 
pages like the morn 
and the sun at noon 
sit dejected 
disheartened 
 
Nanak 
Arjan 
Namdev 
Ravidas 
are drenched in blood 
the blood of innocents 
 
The Babars bawl  
the Halakus howl 
  
The revered pages of the Guru Granth Sahib 
sit dejected 
disheartened 
 
(February 10,1988)  
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darkness 
  

Many were the meanings, once 
of the word ‘Darkness’ 
Merely uttered and 
the sun 
the moon 
the stars 
all vanished 
we drowned 
in the inky depths of the seas 
there no longer remained 
jungles 
pastures 
flowers and leaves 
on the face of this earth 
 
What to talk of men 
even animals disappeared in this darkness 
they were ashamed. 
Harnakshayap, the demon, trembled 
on hearing this word 
Duryodhanas and Dushananas, the evil ones 
did not want to see this word associated with them 
the demon Ravana could behold his empire destroyed 
but the word ‘Darkness’, even he 
did not want to associate 
with his demon - empire 
he was ashamed, for its meanings 
were black and abominable 
 
But behold the tragic day of today 
witness the word Darkness’s  affliction 
Today, it no longer hides its own meaning 
it’s soul 
it’s heart 
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one wonders where they lie 
 
It’s utterance 
causes no sun to be lost 
nor the moon and stars 
nor is anyone ashamed 
Jungles, pastures, flowers, leaves 
everything stays in its place 
the word ‘Darkness’ now,fallen on its knees 
begs to find another word in its place 
for no longer does it have 
any meaning. 
Pity the poor word 
what meaning does that life have 
that hath no meaning? 
  
(March 10, 1988)  
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the language of poetry 
  

The language of poetry 
is understood by the flowers 
the sun 
the moonlit night 
the growing crop 
the swaying corn 
the plough 
the hammer 
fires flaming in the factory furnaces 
but 
it is never understood by 
either the barrel of guns 
or the butcher's blade 
The gun- 
which always favours 
the forces of deceit 
The butcher-  
who holds the sword of tyranny 
in his hands 
The gun understands only  
the language of the 
gun 
The butcher understands that 
of the sharp blade 
 
O saviours of mankind! 
Sun! Stars! 
Learn also some other languages 
 
(March 11,1988)  
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one line of poetry 
 

I am a poet  
a poet 
sitting in a hut  
a pen of moon shine  
a nib of the sun  
a bead of pearls  
crowd of stars  
I join words 
 
Six decades have passed  
Six decades - six stanzas  
I write the seventh 
 
In this seventh stanza 
I write a line 
sometimes it seems right 
and sometimes wrong 
erasing it once 
and writing again 
I cannot decide 
what to make 
of this single line 
 
(March 26,1988)  
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do not lament, o punjab! 
  

O Punjab!  
Do not lament  
shed no tears  
be bold, arise!  
know thyself 
 
Thy five rivers  
thy ten Gurus 
 
Thus spake Puran Singh 
"Punjab is neither Hindu, nor Muslim 
Punjab lives by its ten Gurus" 
Today I want to assert 
(the dust of Puran Singh's feet) 
Punjab is neither Hindu, nor Sikh, nor Muslim 
Punjab lives by its ten Gurus 
the Pirs 
and also the Devas 
Punjab reads the Ramayan  
as also the Granth Sahib  
worships the goddesses Durga, Chandi and Bhawani 
Waaris’ Heer and Bulle's Kaafis  
let none be Hindu or Sikh  
Kirtans, qawwalis  
hymns in praise of the Devis  
unite us 
lament not, O Punjab  
Shed no tears  
Be bold, arise! 
Know thyself 
Thy five rivers  
Thy ten Gurus. 
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Be like the five rivers 
pure and one 
serene like the Gurus 
venerated and virtuous 
Rise like the Himalayas 
spread like the fields of the five rivers 
What are these Chinese AK-47s ? 
encounter them with your 
multitude of arms 
 
Do not lament, O Punjab! 
Shed no tears 
Translate these tears into flaming fires 
and sobs into the sizzling bullets of Revolution 
Be bold, arise! 
Know thyself 
Know your pride 
  
(April 28, 1988) 
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nay, i will not shed tears 
 (Assassination of Bant Singh Raipuri, Chief- Sub-editor 
Daily JAGBANI and my son-in-law, by Khalistani 
terrorists) 
 
Nay 
I will not shed tears 
This is a martyr's blood 
virtuous and venerated 
I will not tarnish the deep crimson 
of this blood with my tears 
I will not defile it 
 
And then 
I am not the sole inheritor 
of this blood 
neither his parents  
nor his wife or children 
The inheritors of this blood are the 
multitude of people 
 
No one country 
no one era 
are the inheritors of this blood 
all countries, all epochs 
are the inheritors of this blood 
 
The dark man of Africa 
the white of England 
the European worker 
The third world's peasant 
are the inheritors of this blood 
 
The Red Square of Russia 
is also a claimant to this blood 
as also India's Jallianwala Bagh 
and the martyr's hill in China 
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whose grass is still red 
and which was once completely 
drowned in blood. 
The American city of  Chicago  
Which on the first May of 1886  
Heralded the future with its blood 
 
The claimant to this blood  
is the shining sun  
the luminous moon  
the countless stars. 
jungles of Africa  
the vast fields of India  
steppes of Russia  
are the inheriters of this blood 
 
The claimant to this blood is 
the workman of Pakistan 
the weaver of Bangladesh 
Lanka's rubber worker 
Nepal's artisian 
The inheritor of this blood is 
Guru Nanak's poor Bhai Lalo 
 
The claimant to this blood is 
South Africa 
the valiant guerillas 
struggling in Palestine 
Chile and Indonasia 
Nicaragua and Mozambique 
The inheritor of this blood is 
our whole earth 
revolving around the sun 
 
The Punjab of India  
Jalandhar of Punjab 
Model town of Jalandhar 
The narrow, murky by- lane of Model Town  
In this dark by- lane  
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In night's darkness  
The forces of darkness  
spilled his blood 
  
And then, to flee  
took refuge of the darkness  
the sanctuary of deceit  
the succor of falsity  
but this deceit and falsity  
will not last long  
They will perish 
 
The stars first sighted this blood 
then the redness of the morn 
then the astonishned sun began to look 
first, from afar 
then coming closer 
bending over it 
golden sunlight of India it with its silken robes 
 
Below lay the soil of India 
Above it sparse soft grass  
The blood had clot 
On this soil 
And the grass 
 
From the soil and the grass  
we claimed, whatever we could, of the blood  
and secured it in our bosoms 
because it did not belong to this by- lane 
this city 
or to Punjab 
or India  
It was the inheritance of the of the whole world  
it was their capital 
  
It was not only Bant Singh Raipuri's blood  
But also Paash's blood 
Jaimal Singh Padda's  
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Baldev Mann,  Sukhraj Khudar 
Darshan Singh Canadian 
Arjan Singh Mastana 
It was their blood too 
 
Chanan Singh Dhoot could also be 
seen in this blood 
as also 
Jathedar Jiwan Singh Uteranangal's son 
 
It was Lumumba’s blood 
the great Julius Fuchik 
Bhagat Singh, Sarabha 
the august Ghadar heroes 
Udham Singh, Karnail Singh 
Sumeet Singh Preetlari 
all were visible in this blood. 
  
Nay 
I will not shed tears 
I will not tarnish the deep 
of this blood with my tears 
I will not defile it 
  
(May 11, 1988) 
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i will not grow old 
 

I will not grow old  
decades may pass  
yet I will not age  
wrinkles on the face  
white hair 
and the brows bleaching  
are no indications of old age 
 
Only he grows old 
who first conjures an image of God 
and the rest of his life 
bows to it in fear 
  
If born in a Muslim creed 
becomes a Muslim 
and  
if in a Hindu family 
becomes a Hindu 
only he grows old 
who becomes a pigmy 
to the temples and mosques that his own hands create 
where self 
weakened to his own creation 
 
Only he grows old 
who watches suppression and exploitation 
with down cast eyes 
and calls his cowardice 
Impartiality 
 
Imperialism is old 
capitalism is old 
remnants of land- lordism are older than the old 
they are not the ones to respect mankind  
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they humiliate it  
they go towards the centuries  
dead and past 
They are older than the old  
I will not grow old 
because I hold the banner of the future 
the bearer of the flag of the future 
like the eternal flower 
eternal himself 
autumn, age, do not approach him 
 
I will not grow old 
because I am not only a citizen of one country 
but the whole world 
even though I was born in one country 
in one state of the country 
in one village of the state 
but I have risen above 
my village 
my state 
my country 
 
Though I have a religion 
and yet I have none 
no caste 
no clan 
if they are there 
they are false and artificial 
fake and counterfeit 
This truth is not 
scientific truth 
 
I will not grow old  
because yet I admire  
a beautiful face  
big, doe like eyes  
yet light my mind  
I will not grow old  
because I am a human being  
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a disciple of Marx  
a soldier of Lenin     
 
(August 5, 1988) 
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i shall forge an era 
 

I crave neither for the age of 'Satyug' 
nor the 'Tretha' and the 'Dwaper' 
I shall forge my era 
with my own hands 
a wishful world 
where my order holds 
My own commander 
The eras given by you 
I do not care 
the king's old gear 
I just can't wear 
I shall forge my era 
with my own hands 
 
Me 
who can grow grain from soil 
break the mighty boulders 
touch the moon far away 
can I not 
forge my world 
with my own hands? 
 
I can 
and still I forge  
my own era 
  
 
I shall forge my own era  
with the point of my plough  
with the scarlet sparks  
of the hammer hot 
that confront 
the darkness of the scum 
with the nib of the poet’s pen 
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who is wake 
when the world sleeps 
I shall forge a world where the sun can be the sun 
not black,  
or white 
European  
or Asiatic 
not Hindu nor Musalmaan 
Stars be the stars 
Far away be the tribe and caste 
Their only faith 
The spreading light 
 
I shall forge a world  
where the trees are trees  
not Brahmin or Harijan  
their only toil  
bestowing shade and fruit 
 
I shall forge the world 
where the rivers shall be rivers 
not sacred 
or common so 
the waters be purer 
than such trifle shows 
 
I shall forge the world 
where, if something be sacred 
that be only Man 
the sun be human 
and so the stars and moon 
The sun will be dazzled 
in his presence 
as the stars and moon are 
When they confront the dazzling sun 
 
(September 18, 1988)  
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come, let’s play olympics 
 
Come let's play Olympics 
The working people of the world 
assemble in the play ground. 
 
Europe or Asia Africa or the Arab  
come, let us all  
play in the same field  
in the resplendent fields 
of mankind 
 
Some rowdy players 
Play foul 
Divide the players 
into Asia and Europe 
bring to fore 
the forces of divide 
black and white 
trampling over gems 
and destroying flowers 
scattering stones of  race and religion 
over the playground 
come, let us throw out the rowdys 
stop confrontation 
the working people of the world 
assemble in the playground 
 
Through centuries 
in the ground of Olympics 
we sowed flowers 
civilizations, cultures, 
philosophy and literature 
some rowdy people 
are uprooting the plants of flowers 
instead 
they sow 
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bombs and wars 
 
Come 
let us save this field of Olympics 
the working people of the world 
assemble in the playground 
 
(September 17, 1988) 
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berserk 
 

A mad dog 
snapping the child and old 
Men and women 
Along the street 
warring all, along the way 
 
Arise O people! 
save thy abode ! 
hand in hand 
the child and old 
men and women 
save thy own selves 
and thy abode 
 
This dog gone berserk 
snapping the child and old 
caring not for virtues bold 
nations or lands 
black or White 
or Hindu- Sikh 
warring all, along the way. 
 
A mad dog 
snapping the child and old 
men and women 
along the street, 
 
Arise O people!  
save thy abode!  
Hand in hand  
save thy own selves  
and thy abode 
 
(May 26, 1989) 
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